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The Art of  Creative Writing 
Storytelling, Poetry, and Other Genres 

The art of  creative writing has to be a blessing sent from bards, creatives, and writers before 

me, as well as the beauty of  the universe. Since I was a young child I have been connected to and 

embraced by every element of  creative writing. The art of  creative writing can be the most 

powerful and most helpful when it is found in storytelling, poetry, and other genres such 

songwriting or rap songs. 

As a storyteller, innately, I have learned the basics of  creative writing. Telling a story is 

encompassing, helping writers gain the immediate attention of  readers. Storytelling, especially 

when it is an original or authentic experience, is the soul speaking directly to the mind and into 

the ears of  those who experience the story. I have a poem called Leroy and ‘Nem (them). In that 

particular poem I tell the story of  young Black men growing up in the ‘80s in my neighborhood 

on the west side of  Rockford, Illinois. I share in that poem everything I saw, heard, witnessed. 

Most of  the details are true. When I receive the poem live it is definitely an attention grabber. 

That is the art of  storytelling. 

As a personal experience, it comes from my heart and my psyche. What also makes it a 

powerful piece of  creative writing is that many people can relate to what I am conveying in that 

story-poem: poverty, drug dealing, gangs, the harshness of  ghetto life when there are not many 

opportunities or a whole lot of  hope. Leroy - the main character of  the poem - is the subject of  

which all of  the challenges and triumphs is attributed to. Also, Leroy is also the winner and the 

loser as I spell out all of  the facets of  what a Black male’s life looks like back then. I want Leroy’s 

life to breath through the pages and to captivate the reader’s mind. The story, a story, has to stick 

in order to be effective, in my opinion. 



Poetry is a brilliant form of  language. Whether it is a one stanza poem or a poem at long 

length, it conveys the most powerful expressive energy. When I began writing poetry I was able to 

expound upon what I was saying in the early rhymes and raps I was writing by the time I was 

nine years of  age. I started writing poems in the late ‘90s. The understanding that I could say 

more in poems as compared to a rhyme or a rap was a wonderful discovery for me. Especially 

that I was writing those poems while I was going to a local college. That literary audience was 

perfect for the poet I was becoming. One of  the first poems I wrote for memorization was ‘I Met 

Her at a Book Store.’ As one of  the most complete and visual poems, it took my write and 

understanding of  poetry to another level.  

‘…she read Baldwin, Nikki Giovanni and Chomsky…” is a line from the poem. However, 

going back to storytelling, it is a story-poem I had to get out of  me. One of  my most requested 

poems when I am on stage reading, it is all about the art of  telling a story with all of  the right 

language, feeling, emotion. When a writer has a grasp of  the voice of  a piece of  literature, the sky 

is the limit - if  I must use a cliche here. The voice is the foundation, the rhythm, the guide to 

what will become a fine piece of  writing. In my understanding of  what poets were achieving in 

well-written pieces of  poetry, I had achieved this with ‘I Met Her at a Book Store.’ 

As a consultant of  writing poetry, poems like ‘I Met Her at a Book Store’ I am able to use it 

as an example for the art of  creative writing. So much so that I have read the poem live over 

pieces of  music such as instrumental jazz music. To control words knowing they have a musicality 

to them takes creativity to another level. I have learned by reciting that particular poem over 

music that I am looking at it differently. Poetry is music and music is poetry but I will save that 

mode of  thinking for another essay. 

Writing rap lyrics is a delving into the mathematical tendencies and structures of  writing 

itself. Rap bars - the lines of  a rap song - are exactly math - but also rhythm and melody. All of  

them become one as you are carving out a very succinct style of  writing. Writing poetry has made 

me a better rapper or rhymer, and vice versa. The Queens Bridge rap phenomenon Nas has 

these lines in his song “It Ain’t Hard To Tell”: It ain’t hard to tell/I excel then prevail/The mic is 

contacted I attract clientele/. This is iambic pentameter at its core. The perfect rap lines that 

conveys so much meaning, but ultimately, mastery of  the written word. When I first heads these 

lines I knew they were special and that Nas was a brilliant wordsmith! I say these lines sometimes 

to myself  to inspire my writing and to stay connected to the beauty of  the art form.  



Nas’ song inspired me to write these words: It comes natural/Universoul (Me) the mic 

fanatic is magical/Wordplay perfectionist/Conceptual genius in full flesh/Visual architect 

syllables connect/. This is the art of  creative writing in rap bars. What can you say within those 

limiting bars in ways others haven not, or how can you be a genius lyrically in your own right? 

That takes studying, lots of  writing, and practice. Writing a great rhyme is comparable to 

inventing a new way to dunk a basketball - you will become famous and known for taking the art 

of  creative writing and/or rap to another level. 

The art of  creative writing is well worth anyone’s time who wants to be a creative writer. In 

storytelling, poetry, and in genres like rap lyrics, the pursuit is in their histories comprising of  

legendary writers like Angelou, Poe, Baraka, and so forth. This essay is my contribution to the 

cannons of  writing and to the conversations we have about creative writing. I will let what I wrote 

here influence my future writings. I as a wordsmith am always challenging myself  as a writer and 

as stage performer.  


